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Introduction
This guide is intended to allow for the development of an Equine Emergency Preparedness Plan for
municipalities (including First Nations and Métis communities) and other government agencies that will reference
equine. Emergency response is very localized, this program will provide municipalities with the guidelines and
templates to allow them to develop a response to any emergency including, but not limited to, disease related
emergencies that involve equine in their municipalities. Emergency plans should be regionalized, if not localized,
flexible, and simple to implement.

The Alberta Equestrian Federation (AEF) Society
The AEF was established in 1978 as a non-profit organization to support equestrian sport and recreational
activities within the province of Alberta. Throughout the ensuing decades, the Federation has developed from a
small organization to a medium-sized non-profit with a budget in excess of a million dollars per annum. The
Federation is striving to position itself to become an even greater support for equine activities and enthusiasts in
the province. Requests for programs and services provided by the AEF are growing. The AEF's membership is in
excess of 20,000 members (15-20% of the equine owners in Alberta), as well as over 200 equine provincial
organizations and industry partners.
The AEF is dedicated to the well-being of equines and works for the equestrian community in the province. The
Board of Directors, elected from AEF membership enables the Federation to serve its members with a
contemporary and dynamic approach. The AEF is the only equestrian body recognized by Alberta Sport
Connection, thereby having a voice within the Alberta government.
Organizational Objectives: AEF Goals for Emergencies that Affects Equine
Clearly defined objectives are essential to establishing overall direction and sense of purpose when the
organization and its stakeholders experience a declared emergency. These objectives may differ from those in
place when the organization is not faced with an emergency.
AEF’s objectives in responding to emergencies that affect equine are as follows:
•

To effectively lead Alberta’s equine sector.

•

To position AEF as the body that represents the specific interests of Alberta’s equine sector.

•

To prepare the tools and policies needed by the equine sector so that they are known and available when
needed. This includes simulation exercises and training programs to advance emergency preparedness.

•

To collaborate effectively with governments and other organizations in directing the response.

•

To support recovery to a normal state of operations for the sector as quickly and effectively as possible,
with consideration for the economy, animal and human health and the environment.

Other objectives are important and are certainly valued by AEF and its members. These relate to the preservation
of human life and health, public infrastructure and the environment, the economy and social needs. Since these
are the primary objectives and responsibilities of governments and other organizations, it is not necessary that
they be of primary importance to AEF.
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Livestock, other animals and premises are not the primary concern for the range of
government departments involved in managing an emergency. The equine sector,
comprised of owners and staff and represented by its association AEF, ultimately
share responsibility for the equine, other animals and premises within its control.

AEF Plan for Emergency Preparedness
Experience has shown that when an emergency occurs that impacts equine, owners have usually been left to
their own devices to manage the animals in their care. This often puts the owners, family members and handlers
at great risk and can inhibit or distract first responders from their response duties. This has been documented
time and again across Canada and the United States, none more recently than the wildfires in Alberta and British
Columbia. A recent post emergency survey and analysis by the AEF, showed that 95% of the respondents
agreed after the 2016 Fort McMurray wildfires that there is a need in Alberta for an equine specific emergency
structure.
As a result, the AEF has developed the Alberta Equine Emergency Preparedness Project. The goal of the project
is to establish a collaborative program between municipalities (including First Nations and Métis communities)
and equine industry partners. With the assistance of provincial Growing Forward fund assignment and
experienced professionals, AEF has developed tools and workshops that will improve the efficiency of response
and safety of all people and equine involved in emergency situations.
The project includes:
1. The Alberta Equine Industry Emergency Preparedness Plan document provides an overview of how
emergencies are managed in Alberta, preparedness tools and resources as well as roles, responsibilities
and protocols in an intensive orientation and training process. The Plan is intended to be used for
emergency preparedness training and as a reference guide by the AEF staff and members of the Equine
Industry Emergency Resource Team (see #3).
2. These Alberta Equine Emergency Preparedness Municipal Guidelines and Templates to assist
municipalities to develop and incorporating equine into their existing emergency plans.
3. The Equine Industry Emergency Resource Team consists of appointed industry representatives from
across the province who will assist municipalities and communities to incorporate equine into their existing
emergency management plans. Team members will be available to assist with equine in the event of an
emergency.
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Equine Industry Emergency Resource Team
The roles and responsibilities of the AEF Equine Industry Emergency Resource Team
All Members
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working under the direction of the Resource Team lead
Represent their local equine sector within the municipalities
Collaboration with municipalities on emergency preparedness program development
Participate in town hall meetings, training or mock disaster as requested by municipality or equine
community
Providing support services as requested by responding municipalities in emergency situations
Engage in post disaster/emergency debriefings

Team Leads
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Report to the AEF Executive Director, President and / or Designate
Lead the Resource Team in fulfilling the AEF emergency objectives
Facilitate decisions on behalf of the AEF at a local level
Represent the equine sector within the municipalities
Liaison with the AEF Executive Director / President and municipal coordinators
Receive, assess and verify emergency information from the AEF Executive Director and / or President
Dispatch team members and work with other team members
Engage in or lead on behalf of the AEF post disaster/emergency debriefings

Alberta’s Equine Industry Profile
•

It is estimated that that are over 320,000 equines in Alberta, approximately 33% of the total equine
population in Canada. *

•

Across Alberta approximately 282,000 people are involved in the equine industry. *

•

The equine industry contributed $6.5 billion to the provincial economy in 2010. *

•

There is not a municipality within the province that does not have equine and/or equine based businesses,
nor is there a more diverse industry than the equine industry.

•

The equine industry in Alberta includes racing, sporting (i.e. jumping, cutting, penning, rodeo, etc.),
ranching, breeding, boarding, training and coaching, feedlots, pleasure, production, companion, and
outfitting.
* (calculated from the 2010 Canadian Equine Industry Profile Study)
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Developing an Equine Inclusive Municipal Plan
By incorporating equine into existing emergency plans, a municipality will increase public safety, improve
efficiency of response, lessen the burden on municipal emergency resources during an event and positively
impact the welfare of the animals and people involved.
The municipality’s role is to provide guidance, resources and structure to the equine industry in the event of an
emergency. Equine owners and businesses are rarely educated or trained in emergency response or
preparedness and even less likely to have implemented emergency response into their operation. Awareness
and understanding of the Incident Command process and regulations pertaining to emergency response is
lacking at the community level in Alberta. There are many stories of equine owners or handlers becoming
secondary victims in emergency or disaster situations. A more informed and orderly response is beneficial for
the equine industry, municipalities, equine, people and the economy.
No other part of a municipal emergency plan relies on the public (producers) to the extent that livestock does. It
is impossible, due to the sheer number of animals and dispersion of the animals throughout the municipality, for
government agencies to respond independent of industry. For this reason, AEF has developed a tool that will
bring municipalities and the equine industry to the table to enable collaboration in disaster response.
Where to begin
Keep in mind emergency plans should:
1. Be very localized – ensure all resources are local and easily accessible.
2. Be flexible - every disaster or emergency event is different.
3. Be simple to implement - don’t overcomplicate or compromise the need to react quickly and efficiently.

There are several questions that will need to be answered:
•

What are the highest risk events and how will they impact the equine population?

•

How many head of livestock are in the region?

•

What is the type of livestock?

•

What percentage are equine?

•

Where is the livestock?

•

What and/or where are the resources?

•

Who/where is the mutual support?

•

Where does livestock fall in priorities of your plan?

These Municipal Guidelines and Templates are intended to provide the guidance necessary to begin to answer
these questions.
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Municipal Hazard Analysis
Hazards, Risks and Vulnerabilities
The following is a list of the most common potential hazards that may impact municipalities within Alberta. Each
individual municipality should perform a risk analysis of the following and determine: 1) the likelihood of
occurrence and 2) the impact each hazard will have on the equine industry should it occur. These hazards
should have already been identified previously as part of a municipal emergency plan. This section is intended to
identify the impact each would have on the equine population within the municipality.
There are many factors to consider when determining dangers to, or in a community from natural hazards,
technological hazards or national security emergencies. These factors may include:
•

Your community’s past history of emergencies caused by a hazard(s)

•

Geographical considerations

•

Community characteristics

•

Distance from transportation routes, large urban areas, large industrial areas, or military installations

This analysis includes:
•

Likeliness of occurrence of each hazard - (High Probability, Moderate Probability, Low Probability)

•

Entity of the equine population will be impacted

•

Animal health and welfare risk level - (Catastrophic, Moderate, Small)

•

Potential impact on animal - injury, loose animals, access to feed and water, housing, dead disposal,
trapped or stranded, illness, traffic hazard, disease transmission

Hazards, Risks and Vulnerabilities EXAMPLE
HAZARD

ENTITIES IMPACTED

IMPACT ON ANIMAL
HEALTH AND WELFARE

POTENTIAL IMPACT
ON ANIMAL

Tornado

All entities in immediate
area

Moderate - Catastrophic

Injury, loose animals, access to
feed and water, housing

Building Collapse

Equine housed in building

Catastrophic

Injury, housing, feed and water,
trapped

Flooding

Equine on flood plain

Catastrophic

Drowning, hypothermia

Thunderstorm

All entities in immediate
area

Moderate

Death, injury, burns

Winter Storms

All entities in immediate
area

Moderate

Starvation, dehydration,
hypothermia

See Appendix K: Templates – Municipal Hazards, Risks and Vulnerabilities List
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The following is a list of the possible hazards (natural and human caused) that could have an impact on the
equine population.

Natural Occurring
Hazards
Hazards that occur
without influence of
people

Human Caused
Emergencies

Equine Welfare
Emergencies

•

Earthquake

•

Landslide or mudslide

•

Flood or flash flood

•

Drought

•

Fire (forest, range, wildfire)

•

Blizzard

•

Ice Storm

•

Tornado

•

Extreme temperatures

•

Lightning strikes

•

Disease outbreak (all federal and provincial disease outbreaks will be
overseen by either federal or provincial governments. Municipalities may be
asked to assist under the guidance of the governing bodies. Any suspected
disease outbreaks need to be immediately reported).

•

Hazardous material spill or release

•

Explosion

•

Building fire

•

Transportation incident

•

Building or structure collapse

•

Power outage

•

Water contamination

•

Dam or levee failure

•

Animals seized due to neglect

•

Loose equine
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Municipal Equine Inventory
Before a municipality can effectively establish an emergency response program they must first determine the
equine population and distribution within their municipality. The Equine Emergency Resource Team has been put
in place to assist each municipality with this task. These numbers can be attained through a combination of
surveys and community outreach. Identification and contact with local clubs and organizations may simplify the
process.

Number of Equine
This is the total number of equine in a municipality from single equine residences, to breeding farms, feedlots,
training and/or boarding stables.

Equine Use definitions
•

Breeding stock – a group of animals used for the purpose of reproduction of a selected breed or
purpose.

•

Companion – equine kept as companions to people and / or other animals. Some people also use
donkeys, mules and / or miniature horses as companion animals.

•

Competitive / sporting – examples include, cutting, penning, jumping, dressage, flat class pleasure,
chuckwagon and / or animals trained to drive and pull a light wagon or cart to transport people. Equine
and riders who train to compete in defined activities or disciplines with managed demeanor. Equine
competitive reining, sorting and cutting of livestock and timed events such as barrel racing and pole
bending.

•

Draft – equine of larger weight and size adaptable to being harnessed to move things and material on the
ground or in a cart / wagon.

•

Equine – in this project the words "equine" refers to all equine species: horses, ponies, miniature horses,
donkeys and mules.

•

Feedlot – equine on a selected diet and health protocols to be conditioned for entry into the food chain.
Usually the equines are sorted and selected in pens of 15-40 animals.

•

Guide / pack – equine involved in guide outfitting and trail ride business.

•

Recreation / pleasure / trail ride – trail riding is a popular recreational activity for many individuals.
Equine animals that observe and accept surrounding situations without excess levels of excitement and
are attentive to safety including footing in various terrain situations and reaction to wildlife. Some equine
may be more or less suitable to bush and environment with wildlife or other animals.

•

Racing – animals with confirmation and desire to compete for speed at racetracks or endurance events.

•

Rodeo stock – equine selected for their competitive spirit to be displayed at public or other events.

•

Ranch / work equine – equine used on a regular basis for gathering and sorting livestock and / or
patrolling property and wilderness areas and / or law enforcement services.
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Number of Equine – EXAMPLE
EQUINE TYPE

NUMBER

Breeding stock

45

NE quadrant

20

NW quadrant

8

SE quadrant

130
Total

17

Draft

0

Feedlot

56

Guide / pack
Competitive/sporting

Total
Pleasure / trail ride

Full reserve / total area
Municipal Heritage Site – year-round
Nil feedlots in municipality
Seasonal Apr to Sept Horse Creek Park

281

Rural locations

75

Urban locations

356
875

Racing

78

Rodeo

700

Ranch / work

SW quadrant

203
542

Companion / recreation

LOCATION

96

MD of Horse People
Fast Horse Racetrack – seasonal
Buck Em Ranch – NW ¼ 57-16-23 W4
Foothills corridor

See Appendix K: Templates – Equine Population
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Number of Equine – SAMPLE SURVEY QUESTIONS
Following are sample information that could be sent out in a survey or incorporate into an existing survey to
residents of the municipality.

1. Name
2. Email address
3. Phone number
4. Legal land description / address of equine or Premises
Identification Number (PID)
5. Equine type on premises

Horse / Donkey / Mule

6. Total number of equine on premises
7. Animal use
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Equine Businesses
Auction mart (equine sales) – a market (mart) where equines are bought and sold.
Boarding stables – a facility that may be designed to house, board and keep equine for breeding, recreation,
training, coaching or performance events.
Breeding farms – is an establishment for selective breeding of equine.
Feedlot (equine) – a feedlot or feed yard is a type of animal feeding operation that is used for finishing equine.
Usually the equines are sorted and selected in pens of 15-40 animals.
Rodeo stock contractor – is an individual or business that provides animals for rodeo competition. Stock
contractors specialize in providing animals that produce a range of bucking stock.
Training / riding lessons facility – is created and maintained for the purpose of training, competing equine and
teaching riders, drivers and handlers.
Trail rides facility – designed to keep equine specifically for riding on trails, paths and forest roads.
Outfitter and guiding operation – a business providing equipment, supplies, equine and often trained guides
(as for hunting trips).

Equine Businesses EXAMPLE
TYPE OF
BUSINESS

NAME

LOCATION /
PREMISES
IDENTIFICATION #

PHONE
NUMBER

NUMBER OF ANIMALS
ON SITE

Auction Mart (Equine
Sales)

Horse Sale Place

Horse Creek, Alberta

Average 20 horse/week.
Sales on Monday

Boarding Stables

ABC Boarding Stables

NW ¼ 15-26-74 W4

Capacity 75 horses

Horse Barn Farms

120532 RR 13

35

Lazy S Stables

134 7th Ave, Calgary

25

Breeding Farms

DE Farms

Horse Valley, Alberta

18

Feedlot

BV Feedlots

Rodeo Stock
Contractor

NIL

NA

0

Training/Riding
Lessons

ABC Boarding Stables

See boarding stables

25

Webster Training
Stables

Bull Run, Alberta

25-40 horses

Trail Rides

Mountain Riding

Horse Creek Park

26 (seasonal)

Outfitter

Triple J Outfitters

Horse Creek Park
Triple J Ranch

30 April - October
30 Nov - March

Racetrack

Fast Horse Racetrack

Ellis, Alberta

78 horses
16 year round / 62 seasonal

3,500 capacity
2,800 average stock

See Appendix K: Templates – Municipal Equine Businesses List
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Equine Facilities
Equine facilities include racetracks, eventing facilities, fair or rodeo grounds etc. May be used in the event of an
evacuation.

Equine Competition Facilities EXAMPLE
TYPE OF
FACILITY

NAME

LOCATION

PHONE
NUMBER

# EQUINE
DURING
EVENT
78

HOUSING CAPACITY

Racetrack

Fast Horse
Racetrack

Ellis, AB

50 stalls
30 paddock spaces
Availability of space
seasonal. Off season 34
stalls available, 30
paddocks. Peak season 510 spaces outside
paddocks

Eventing facility
(i.e. show jumping,
team roping arena)

Pine Tree
Meadows

Westend, AB

50-800

500 stalls
500 pasture/paddock
space

Rodeo grounds

Buck ‘em Off
Rodeo Grounds

Faraway, AB

30-100

20 corrals or pens
Up to 100 horses

Exhibition / fair
grounds

Sample Ag
Society

Sample, AB

25-300

120 horse stabling
capacity, heated arena,
outdoor arena

Bridle / acreage
community

Bridle Lane

Sample, AB

25–40

25 homes on 2-5 acre lots

See Appendix K: Templates - Municipal Equine Competition Facilities List
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Map Plotting of Equine Business and Facilities EXAMPLE
Once the locations of all equine businesses and event centres are obtained, municipalities should plot them on a
map.
EXAMPLE: Municipal District of Foothills (map developed through Google Maps, search by county name)

A
B
J
C
D

E, F

I

H

G

A.
B.
C.
D.

Spruce Meadows
Equi Products
Bar T5
Millarville Racetrack

E.
F.
G.
H.

Hebson Arena
The Mill Store
High River Rodeo Grounds
Country Living
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Municipal Equine Emergency Preparedness Resources
Resource Requirements
Each municipality will need to establish an equine resource list in conjunction with their local Equine Emergency
Resource Team member. Listed below is a description of resources that may be required during an emergency
event that involve equine. The template in Appendix K may be utilized to draft this list for a municipality.
Bedding – Bedding may be required in housing facilities or for triage pens. Straw or shavings are the most
common and accessible bedding. Most livestock producers have straw supplies year-round. Small squares
bales are most desirable as they do not require tractors to handle them. Shavings can be purchased in bags
that are easy to store and protected from the elements.
Boarding Stables / Facilities – Boarding stables are equine facilities that rent out stalls, paddocks or pasture
space for equine. These facilities are very common in Alberta and most municipalities have access to at least
one stable. Stables come in varying sizes, from just a few equines to possibly hundreds. These facilities are
often set up with the ability to segregate and / or isolate equine and often have experienced handlers
employed. Multiple stables located throughout the municipality should be identified.
Dead Stock Removal – In events where equine perish or require euthanasia, dead stock removal and disposal
will be required. Disposal options will be based on number of animals (per Alberta Disposal of Dead
Animals Regulation 132/2014), method of euthanasia (i.e. barbiturate overdose) or health status (i.e.
contagious disease). Possible resources include dead stock removal companies, landfills, burial or
incineration. Each municipality may have specific regulations and resources and it is the responsibility of
emergency preparedness committee to identify the options in their region.
Equine Handling Equipment – Handling equipment requirements for equine is quite minimal. Access to halters
and blankets may be all that would be required. Municipalities would be well advised to have some blankets,
halters and lead lines on hand.
Feed / Feedstuff – If animals are going to be housed for over 24 hours, they will require a source of feed. Since
the diets of equine can vary greatly, the provision of good quality grass hay is the safest and easiest
feedstuff to provide. Municipalities should identify hay distributors within their region that stock hay yearround. Equine should not be fed grain or hay that is high in alfalfa due to risk of digestive upset and possible
colic if the feed is not one they are used to. Small square bales are most desirable as they are small enough
to move by hand.
Livestock Facilities – Larger livestock facilities can be utilized for evacuations, temporary housing, identification
and triage. Facilities should have the ability to house multiple equine in corrals, pens or stalls. Ideally, they will
be able to provide segregation for incompatible animals (i.e. studs or stallions) or sick / injured animals.
Examples of livestock facilities would be fairgrounds, arenas, rodeo grounds, racetracks, auction markets or
feedlots. Some equine may require access to indoor facilities during winter months, dependent on their hair
coat, age and health status.
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Portable Panels – Portable panels or gates are temporary fencing equipment that can be set up to create a
holding corral or pen. These panels come in varying lengths and styles and are very common in rural,
agricultural areas. Municipalities should have access to as many panels as possible located throughout the
region. Possible sources include the local grazing association / community pasture, rodeo grounds, fair
grounds, farm supply store or larger ranches. Other fencing options may include portable electric fencing or
snow fencing. Posts may be required and consideration needs to be given to time of year and the ability to
penetrate ground.
Portable Potable Water Source – Water is a necessary provision when housing equine, even temporarily. The
water needs to be potable and accessible. There may be cases where the facility or farm does not have
access to water, access to enough water or access to potable water. In such cases, water will need to be
brought in from an outside source. In the case of temporary housing or evacuation sites, there may not be
enough water troughs or buckets for the number of equine housed and those will require sourcing also.
Transporters and Trailers – Trailers may be required for evacuations, animal health or welfare event, loose
animals, or for transport following a motor vehicle incident. Ideally, resources for trailers will be larger, ground
load livestock trailers. Not all equines are halter broke or trained to trailer and they may not lead onto trailers
or tie in a traditional equine trailer. The larger the trailer the better and ideally you can enlist people who do
custom transport of livestock as they are normally bonded and insured with larger trailers. Multiple resources
may be needed.
Veterinary Clinic – Ideally, each municipality will have access to veterinary clinics that are experienced and
specialize in equine or large animals. If the municipality is large geographically or has a substantial equine
population there may be a need to have multiple clinics listed as resources.

See Appendix K: Templates - Municipal Equine Emergency Preparedness Resources List
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Containment and Housing
Equine that are evacuated, or loose during an emergency event may require temporary containment or housing.
Equine must be properly contained for both animal welfare and public safety.
A common misunderstanding is that all equines can be led by a halter. It needs to be understood that equine,
such as rodeo bucking or young equine and feedlot horses, may not lead into housing facilities, like stalls or
stables, and may not be accustomed to containment in small spaces. Locking them up in a stall can be a major
safety issue for the equine and for handlers as the equine may react violently. With these considerations, some
equine may not accept stabling.
On the other end of the spectrum, equine that are stabled year-round should not be turned out on pasture in
cold, hot, or inclement weather. Some equine may require access to indoor facilities during winter months,
dependent on their hair coat, age and health status. Examples of livestock facilities would be fairgrounds,
arenas, rodeo grounds, racetracks, auction markets, or feedlots. Assessment of moved equine must be done by
experienced handlers and / or people who are familiar with the particular equine.
Temporary portable containment may need to be set up in cases of motor vehicle incidents or loose livestock.
Portable livestock panels are the most efficient and effective equipment for containment. Other options include
snow fence or portable electric fencing.

Risk identification
•

Injury during active handling of equine to equine and / or handlers

•

Animal becoming injured

•

Disease exposure

•

Theft of animals

Risk Mitigation
•

Only people trained, experienced and skilled in handling equine are enlisted

•

Site inspection to ensure all facilities are safe

•

Implement biosecurity procedures

•

All animals identified upon arrival

•

Security

•

Proof of ownership for release

Considerations
•

Ability to accommodate numerous equine

•

Accessible during an emergency event

•

Safe for equines (i.e. no sharp or protruding objects, no place where limb or head can get stuck)

•

Effective containment

•

Access to potable water

•

Ability to segregate animals if needed

•

Biosecurity (protect against disease or harmful biological agents)

•

Clear of trees, power lines or structures that could collapse
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Supplies:
•

Signage for housing (i.e. assessment / segregation alley and pens, hospital pen, pasture inventory, owner
information)

•

Temporary panels / fencing and gates

•

Bedding if required

•

Hay

•

Water

•

Water troughs and buckets

•

Halters and leads

•

Cameras

•

First aid supplies

Implementation
1. Inspection of facility (i.e. check fencing and gates, ensure no unsafe material is accessible)
2. If water is available on site, ensure testing for palatability for consumption by animals
3. Determine fence or pen requirements
4. Initiate assessment of hazard and route specific equine evacuation plan
5. Take pictures of temporary holding areas in order to determine damage or standards for return to original
condition
6. Assemble temporary containment if necessary (i.e. portable livestock panels, cross fencing)
7. Designate unloading area and trailer parking area
8. Check in of animals (owner information, animal information)
9. Identification system for arriving equine (i.e. paint branding, livestock markers, tags for halters, neck
bands)
10. Segregate animals as needed (i.e. sick animals, incompatible by nature)
11. Ensure water troughs, hydrant connections and safety of water supply to shelter sites or paddock areas
are in place and functioning. Provision of water to all animals (12-20 gallons per equine, per day)
12. Provision of hay for stays over 24 hours
13. Veterinarian and / or certified animal health technicians (AHT) present if possible

Containment and Housing EXAMPLE
LOCATION

TYPE OF FACILITY

CAPACITY

NE Quadrant

Event grounds

1,000

Faraway, AB

Rodeo grounds

100

# OF
STALLS

# OF PADDOCKS

500

500

Yes with power

0

20

Yes - town water

WATER ACCESS

See Appendix K: Templates - Municipal Equine Containment and Housing List
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Evacuation and Transportation
Evacuation is often a necessity during an emergency. Evacuation of people is taxing enough on a municipality,
but the evacuation of equine adds an entirely different set of challenges and risk factors to an already volatile
situation. Quite often animal owners are reluctant to leave their animals behind, putting their own safety at risk.
By identifying this as a risk factor and incorporating equine into the plan, a municipality may be able to avert
additional negative situations.
Large animals can be much more challenging to evacuate then smaller animals, such as dogs or cats, as they
require trailers. There will be equine owners who also do not have trailers to transport their animals or have more
equine than their trailers can hold. Equine can be difficult in times of panic or during a bad storm and be too
frightened to load or may instigate a flight instinct. Not all equines are experienced or trained to load into a
trailer.

Risk Identification
•

Motor vehicle incident

•

Vehicle becoming stuck, breakdown, collision or rollover

•

Injury during active handling of equine

•

Theft of animals

•

Animal becoming agitated

Risk Mitigation
•

Skilled drivers who drive cautiously and are familiar with designated route

•

Ensure all vehicles are in good working condition and travel only on safe roads

•

Only people trained and skilled in handling equine are enlisted

•

Train first responders in equine handling and behaviour

•

Prioritize and group animals

•

Ensure all animals are identified and evacuation sites are secure and reported

•

Ensure all transport vehicles and housing are free of projectiles and areas where animals can injure
themselves

Considerations
The following are considerations when establishing evacuation routes and accessing trailers for the evacuation
of equine.
Evacuation Routes
•

Accessibility – are stock or commercial trailers able to easily access? Will the site remain accessible
during a possible event?

•

Identify the most direct and safest way out

•

Location of temporary holding facilities/evacuation centres – is there a facility nearby any of the evacuation
centres that can house equine?
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•

Concentration of equine population – is there an area in the municipality that has the highest concentration
of equine? For example, a major event centre or feedlot

•

Alternate routes – if one route becomes inaccessible, identify an alternative route(s)

Trailers
•

Location accessibility from and to all areas of the municipality

•

Mutual support – identify trailers located outside of municipality for backup if local trailers are unavailable
or inaccessible

•

Accessibility during an event (i.e. area prone to flood and unable to access trailer)

•

Larger trailers to accommodate numerous animals

•

Owners bonded and insured – commercial transporters

•

Ground load trailers

•

Ability to segregate animals if needed – dividers in trailer

Implementation
Implementation includes both providing preparedness documents and implementing action when disaster
strikes.
1. Contact made with the Alberta Equestrian Federation Society (AEF)
2. Identification of equine evacuation locations by probable priority completed. Owner list completed with
addresses including Premises Identification (PID) number
3. Determine most appropriate locations for equine to be moved to and as well food and water availability at
these locations
4. Equine owners / producers or facilities put on alert for possible evacuation recommendations
5. Posted and make publicly available all evacuation destinations once established. Equine owners and
businesses should be provided copies of a map with the evacuation routes and temporary evacuation
destinations indicated
6. List of evacuation destinations
7. Supervision and manning of evacuations routes
8. Identification of official evacuation vehicles
9. Verification of ownership of animals if needed (see Appendix F: Equine Evacuation Documentation Form)
10. Contact predetermined equine handlers to assist with animal movements
11. Ensure and identify equine veterinary services are available
12. Assess biosecurity needs with animal movements
13. Dispatch evacuation and recovery vehicles to predetermined areas
14. Notify receiving destinations that evacuation has begun
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Evacuation Routes EXAMPLE
Example provided by the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo. This evacuation route plan is for when ice jams
in the Athabasca, Clearwater and Christina Rivers put the Municipality at risk of flooding.
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Biosecurity
Biosecurity is about keeping animals healthy. It is the principles, actions, precautions and protocols that protect
the health of animals by preventing the transmission of disease through physical barriers and hygiene practices.

Risk Identification
•

Spread of disease

•

Loss of equine health and potentially life

•

Pain and suffering of animal

•

Increased veterinary costs, clean-up costs

•

Loss of performance ability of individual equine

•

Emotional stress

Risk Mitigation
•

Refer to the AEF / ABVMA Equine Biosecurity Policies and Best Practices Book
(www.albertaequestrian.com/biosecurity) for more information

•

Implement biosecurity procedures

•

Train staff and /or team on biosecurity protocols

•

Develop standard operating procedures for biosecurity

•

Identify entry and exit points

•

Ensure all visitors log in and out

•

Limit comingling of equine from different properties when possible

Considerations
The following are considerations for biosecurity
•

For disease responses and non-disease emergencies, ensure protocols, roles and responsibilities,
emergency contact numbers and facility identification (geographic location) are circulated and visibly
available

•

In a disease response, the welfare of the sick equine is protected and measures are implemented to
minimize the potential disease risk to other equines

•

For non-disease emergencies such as flooding and fire, the health and welfare of all the equine are
protected during evacuation, transport and housing to and in an alternative facility

Implementation
•

Identify an individual who will study the AEF / ABVMA Equine Biosecurity Policies and Best Practices Book
(www.albertaequestrian.com/biosecurity) and advise during an emergency

•

Identify access and options for penning, segregation, isolation and / or quarantine when or if those options
are advisable

•

Identify certified animal health technicians (AHT) to assist and advice the team

See Appendix I: Biosecurity Tools
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Identification
Traceability which includes distinct and accurate animal identification, premises identification and movement
records is fundamental to disease response and emergency preparedness protocols. All equine will require a
means of identification upon arrival at the evacuation centre, including those found as stray or abandoned. The
Alberta Livestock Identification Services (LIS) (www.lis-alberta.com) oversee and enforce the Alberta Stray
Animals Act (www1.agric.gov.ab.ca/$department/deptdocs.nsf/all/acts6139), that includes equine and should
be present at all receiving sites.
Proper and effective identification of individual animals is critical to biosecurity, animal health, ownership and
inventory.

Risk Identification
•

Theft of animals

•

Inability to confirm ownership of animal(s)

•

Abandoned animals

•

Runaway / loose animals

Risk Mitigation
•

Owner and / or custodian provides package / list of identified animals with pre-evaluation

•

All animals identified upon arrival

•

Onsite security

•

Release subject to proof of ownership

Considerations
The following are considerations for identification
•

Acceptable / common methods of permanent identification for equine include: microchips, hot iron
brands, freeze brands, lip tattoos, registration papers, photos (both sides, from front and from back)

•

Temporary identification for equine may include: paint brands, tags on halters, descriptive markings, spray
paint

•

If animals are deceased, photographs should be taken of the animal along with any forms of identification
and location found

Supplies
•

Markers or nontoxic spray paint

•

Camera (ideally Polaroid or similar so photos can be attached to paperwork immediately)

•

Livestock marking crayon

•

Elastics, duct tape and a big tab or tag braided into the mane with contact information

•

Necessary paperwork – evacuation sheets, identification sheets, movement records
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Implementation
1. Contact Alberta Livestock Identification Services (LIS) (www.lis-alberta.com) or an Alberta Agricultural
Fieldmen to engage for identification and owner confirmation
2. Set up check-in station for receiving
3. Have all necessary paperwork and forms available for check in and identification
4. Take photographs of equine as necessary to go with paperwork, especially equine that are brought in as
strays or abandoned
5. Keep all records accessible
6. Do not release equine to individuals without proof of ownership or contracted custody
See template Appendix K
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Triage
Triage is a process for assessing and sorting injured or diseased animals into groups based on their need for or
likely benefit from immediate medical treatment. Triage stations may be set up at evacuation or temporary
housing sites during an emergency or implemented in other events such as barn fires, building collapses or
motor vehicle incidents.
Equine arriving at evacuation/temporary housing sites will need to be assessed upon arrival. The majority of
equine arriving may be in good condition, but depending on the circumstances of the emergency, equine may
arrive that have been injured or are ill. In such cases there will need to be provisions to triage animals to
determine need for emergency medical care, isolation or quarantine.

Risk Identification
•

Responder bit or struck by animal

•

Spread of disease

•

Pain and suffering of animal

•

Ability to manage and control medical and pharmaceutical supply

Risk Mitigation
•

Only skilled equine handlers, which may include veterinary practitioner or certified animal health
technicians (AHT)

•

Biosecurity implemented including isolation/quarantine

•

Experienced medical providers

•

Inventory of medical and pharmaceutical supplies

Considerations
The following are considerations when establishing triage
•

Ideally, overseen by veterinarian(s) and certified animal health technicians (AHT) with assistance by
experience equine handlers

•

Euthanasia methods and equipment established

•

Located in an area that can protect the animal from the elements (i.e. indoors)

•

Located front of evacuation site at check in or check out point so equine can be inspected before entering
or exiting facilities

•

Sorting and grouping of equine based on assessment of injury, disease and / or demeanor

•

Biosecurity practices implemented

•

Isolation area available
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Supplies and equipment to include
•

First Aid Kit

•

Camera

•

Water

•

Triage / treatment sheets

•

Large tarps

•

Signage

•

Effective lighting

•

Equipment for removing dead stock

Implementation
1. Set up triage area in the same general area as the check in station. Equine will be examined / inspected
while being identified and checked into the evacuation destination
2. Ensure there is plenty of room and assistance for equine to be safely examined by a veterinarian or a
certified animal health technician
3. Set up barriers or flow system so animals have to pass through inspection before entering general
population
4. Establish isolation area for animals requiring treatment. Area must allow for isolation and ease of access
for animals and medical practitioners. Area should be clearly marked as isolation area and be segregated
from general population
5. If animals are deemed in need of treatment, move animals to isolation area for treatment
6. If animal is healthy and clears triage, check in sheets should reflect the animal was inspected upon arrival
7. All treatment and diagnostics will be under the guidance of a veterinarian
8. All equine treated must have a treatment sheet filled out by attending veterinarian
9. Escalate care and treatment off site when required
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Triage Health Hazard Assessment EXAMPLE
HAZARD

HEALTH IMPACT

INDICATORS

Fire

Smoke inhalation, burns

Nasal Discharge, coughing, swelling

Thunderstorm

Burns from lightning strike (check
under halters)

Burns on skin

Floods

Drowning, hypothermia

Indicators of hypothermia include shaking /
shivering, body temperature below 37.8° C (100° F),
irregular heartbeat.

Tornados

Injuries including broken bones,
lacerations, internal injuries,
paralysis, unconsciousness,
amputations impalement

Visually observed lacerations and breaks, inability to
bear weight on leg(s), inability to stand up, bleeding
out the mouth, nose, anus, missing limb, excessive
bleeding. Foreign objects protruding from body

Winter Storm

Hypothermia, starvation,
dehydration, frost bite, freezing of
feet, ears and tails

Hypothermia will see shaking / shivering, body
temperature below 37.8° C (100° F), irregular
heartbeat. Dehydrated equine's skin will stay up in a
ridge, while healthy skin should spring smoothly
back into place. Lethargy, depression, dullness in the
eyes, dry skin and mouth, thick and sticky saliva

Drought - Extreme
Heat

Heat stress, dehydration,
starvation

Body temperature 40° C (104° F) or above
Excessive panting or difficulty breathing
Collapse
Increased heart and respiratory rate
Salivation
Depression, stupor

Motor Vehicle
Incident

Injuries including broken bones,
lacerations, internal injuries,
paralysis, unconsciousness,
amputations

Visually observed lacerations and breaks, inability to
bear weight on leg(s), inability to stand up, bleeding
out the mouth, nose, anus, missing limb, excessive
bleeding

See Appendix K: Templates – Triage Equine Health Hazard Assessment List
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Euthanasia
There may be requirement for euthanasia. In the case of mass euthanasia, the provincial or federal veterinarians
will oversee the process. Municipalities may be asked to assist in the process of disposal. In other
circumstances such as motor vehicle incidents, fires or weather events, individual animals may require
euthanasia due to injuries. In such events, the Alberta Animal Protection Act allows the euthanasia of an
animal under the direction of the owner or a peace officer. Though veterinarians are the most commonly utilized
professional for animal euthanasia, peace officers and other trained and experienced individuals (i.e. brand
inspectors) are qualified and may be utilized. Such individuals should be identified as part of the disaster
response team.

Risk Identification for Euthanasia
•

Worker / volunteer injury by the animal thrashing and /or striking out

•

Risk of gunshot ricochet when using firearm

•

Risk of injection of barbiturates

•

Risk of injury with captive bolt gun

Risk Mitigation
•

Experienced handlers

•

Only trained individuals to deliver euthanasia

•

Proper facilities available

Considerations
The following are considerations when euthanizing animals
•

Utilization of only an approved method – gunshot, penetrating captive bolt, barbiturate overdose for
equine

•

Means and location of disposal

•

Number of animals requiring euthanasia

•

Disease concerns

•

Safe accessibility to animal

•

Availability of methods

•

Restraint requirements (cloth, tarp or material to cover the animal’s head / eyes)

•

Condition of animals (i.e. barbiturates may not be effective on an animal with internal bleeding)

Implementation
Implementation will be based on circumstances as outlined in considerations.
See template Appendix G: Euthanasia
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Disposal of Dead Stock
Unfortunately, it is common for animals to perish during disasters and emergencies such as motor vehicle
incidents. Disposing of the animals can be quite challenging based on several factors including accessibility to
disposal locations, number of animals and climatic conditions. There are commercial dead stock services
available in Alberta to aid in the disposal of carcasses, but these services can be limited based on condition of
animal and method of euthanasia. Examples of animals that cannot be disposed of through dead stock
companies include equine killed in a fire, equine that were euthanized with barbiturates or diseased equine.
The disposal of dead animals in Alberta is regulated under the Animal Health Act – Disposal of Dead Animals
Regulation Regulation 132/2014 (www.qp.alberta.ca/documents/Regs/2014_132.pdf). This regulation is
applicable to the disposal of individual animals, diseased animals and disaster or emergency situations.

Risk Identification
•

Spread of disease

•

Contamination of soil or water

•

Injury during handling

•

Human illness due to exposure

Risk Mitigation
•

Implementation of biosecurity

•

Identification of proper disposal options and locations

•

Consultation with government specialists on disposal options

•

Proper Personal Protective Equipment (i.e. coveralls, boot covers, gloves, masks, eye protection)

•

Proper equipment for handling carcasses

Considerations
The following are considerations when disposing of dead animals
•

Disease or health conditions

•

Number of equine

•

Biosecurity

•

Dead animals can be disposed of pursuant to government of Alberta and municipal regulations through:
o

burial

o

incineration

o

composting

o

scavenging

o

landfills

o

rendering

o

see Alberta Agriculture and Forestry, Livestock Mortality Management (Disposal)
www1.agric.gov.ab.ca/$department/deptdocs.nsf/all/agdex6081
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Implementation
Implementation of dead animal disposal will be dependent on several factors, including number of animals and
reason for death (i.e. disease, motor vehicle incident, etc.). The municipality will need to have multi
implementation strategies dependent on situations. It is up to each municipality to identify disposal options and
restrictions for their areas. The following chart is an example only.

Disposal of Dead Stock EXAMPLE
MAXIMUM #
ANIMALS
1-10

11-20

DEATH

OPTIONS BASED ON
MUNICIPAL / GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS

RESTRICTIONS

Euthanasia by firearm or
captive bolt gun

Rendering
Burial
Composting
Incineration
Landfill

Weight restrictions per
regulations

Fire

Burial (within weight restrictions)
Composting
Incineration

No rendering
Weight restrictions per
regulations

Barbituate overdose by
veterinarian

Incineration
Disposal where no animals can
scavenging

No rendering
No burial
No scavenging

Disease

Per governing regulations or
guidance only

Injury including euthanasia by
firearm or captive bolt gun

Per governing regulations or
guidance only

Fire

Per governing regulations or
guidance only

No rendering

Barbituate overdose by
veterinarian

Per governing regulations or
guidance only

No rendering
No burial
No scavenging

Disease

Per governing regulations or
guidance only

No rendering

See Appendix K: Templates – Options for Disposal of Dead Stock List
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Appendix A: General Equine Behaviour and Handling
The best way to avoid livestock injuries is to understand animal behavior
•
•

Animals experience the same feelings we do - fear, anger, pain, nervousness, etc.
Fear is the strongest stressor of animals. Frightened animals are unpredictable and will react instinctively by
running or fighting and when cornered they will fight.

•

If an animal is somewhere unfamiliar or where it does not want to be, it will revert back to ‘wild’ instincts.

•

When herd animals are startled their eyes and ears will quickly orient in the direction of any novel sight or
sound.

•

When livestock become frightened they do one of five things:
-

Freeze and stand completely still

-

Mill around and bunch tightly together

-

Flee

-

Fight

-

Die

•

Allow an animal to calm down before attempting to handle them. If you spook them, it will take 20 - 30
minutes to calm them down.

•

Always have an escape route - do not get trapped by an animal. Stay alert, as you may have to move quickly
and never turn your back on an animal.

•

All livestock are strong herd animals. Isolation is one of the strongest stressors of animals and should be
avoided. They will calm quicker if left in a herd and may also readily play “follow the leader” when together.
They are motivated to keep continual visual contact with each other.

•

Animals have a sharp sense of sight, smell and hearing. They have a wide angle of vision and are easily
frightened by shadows. They will often balk, refusing to walk through a puddle, over a shadow or on a change
of surface. They will also shy away from bright sunlight if they are not used to being outside. They have a
tendency to move from a dimly lit area to a brighter area, granted the light is not glaring. Though they are
reluctant to move into dark spaces, they will calm once inside. Lights (headlights, flashlights, floodlights)
should never be shown directly into an animal’s face and moving or flapping objects will spook or slow an
animal.

•

Approach equine from any direction other than directly behind them. Ensure the animal can see you as you
approach.

•

Equine that have been handled a lot will respond well to human contact. They can usually be led to safety by
a halter and calmed with gentle talking and petting. But not all equines are halter broke and it is very
dangerous to assume a equine is halter broke or can be led.

•

All animals must be worked calmly. Do not shout, yell or wave arms wildly at animals. When you chase an
animal, you become a predator. DO NOT chase livestock in vehicles - you will not catch them.

•

Be confident - animals sense fear and hesitation and they will take advantage of it.

•

Never walk up behind an animal, whether it is standing up or lying down. They have very accurate aim when
kicking. Equine can strike and kick with both their front and rear feet. Do not approach an animal from directly
in front unless you must protect an injured person.

•

Equines are likely to bite you.

•

There are two types of equine that are transported – pleasure or meat horses. Pleasure equine will be
transported in stock/equine trailers, whereas, slaughter horses are usually transported in liners.
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Appendix B: Rescue and Handling Kits
Rescue kits should be carried on rescue units at all times. These kits will be built specifically for use in
emergencies involving equine.
They should include the following items:
•

Large serrated pocket knife

•

Leather gloves

•

Equine halters and lead ropes (at least 10 ft long)

•

Livestock panels

•

Equine breast collar

•

Tie straps and wire

•

Fencing pliers

•

Tarp

•

Water buckets

•

Lariat rope

•

(2) 20-foot tow rope strapping
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Appendix C: Injured Animals and First Aid
If the animal cannot get up or be transported without causing further pain or suffering, by law it must be treated
where it is or euthanized on site.
•

If the animal is injured but can move, work slowly and quietly around it. If the animal has a halter on or you
are able to safely put a halter on, be very careful in leading it. Walk slowly and talk calmly to the animal. If
they are loose, walk calmly to the side of the animal, do not yell or chase the animal.

•

A veterinary should be called when equine require treatment.

•

If a veterinarian has been called, large animals are best left where they are until the veterinarian arrives.

•

If the animal is able to walk, try to get it to a safe area until it can be attended to.

•

If the animal cannot get up and needs to be euthanized, it will be necessary to destroy it onsite.

•

If the animal needs to be moved for treatment or euthanasia it should be moved the shortest distance
possible.
Injuries, distress and pain can be difficult to detect in livestock.
As prey animals, they are wired not to show pain as this makes them vulnerable to their predators.
Lack of visible emotion does not mean the animals is not in pain or suffering.

Evaluate and decide
a)

No immediate treatment necessary

b) Treat animal where it is
c)

Move animal to another location

d) Humanely destroy the animal

Identifying animals in pain or injured
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

glazed eyes, staring, drooping head – little interest in surroundings
reluctance to move, inability to stand or difficulty standing or moving
lameness, swollen limbs or joints
open, bleeding wound
standing in rigid position
grunting
grinding of teeth
excessive vocalization
shivering
blood coming from eyes, nose or any other body opening
rapid or irregular shallow breathing (30 per minute)
mouth breathing
coughing
any limbs pointing in the wrong position
bones protruding from the body
loss of balance or lack of coordination, staggering, circling
pressing head against objects
stays away from other animals
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First Aid
Most human first-aid techniques can be applied to animal. One of the key differences though is that the animal
cannot communicate to you where they hurt and words from you cannot comfort them.
Burns occur when animals have been exposed to fire or electric shock. Burns cause extreme pain. The greatest
danger with burns is shock. After getting the animal to a safe zone and calming it, cold water should be gently
poured over the burned area for approximately 10 to 15 minutes. When burns are extensive (covering most of or
the entire body) or severe (deep down to bones and muscles), the animal should be humanely destroyed as soon
as possible. As with humans, do not apply oils, lotions or salves and do not prick blisters, breathe, cough or
touch the injured area. Equine need to be closely monitored as they have a delayed reaction to smoke inhalation.
Broken limbs, fractures and dislocations. The animal may not be able to use the limb, it may move awkwardly,
limp severely, or the limb may be pointing in the wrong direction. With dislocations, the injury may result in the
loss of use of the limb, a swelling of the joint or the affected area will not move easily. In the case of an
amputation, the animal must be euthanized.
A fractured spine is extremely painful. The animal will usually not be able to rise completely, and there may be
no movement in the hind legs. With a less severe fracture, an animal may be up and moving normally, or have a
“swaying” in its hindquarters. Euthanasia is recommended.
Lameness can range from a simple limp or slowed pace, to an inability to walk on their own.
Minor to moderate lameness – Minimal limp or halted gate. Equine can move without assistance from
handlers. Can be loaded and transported.
Severe lameness – Animal is not able to bear weight on two legs. Animal cannot move without
assistance or is unable to move without frequent stopping. Animal cannot step up or down.
– Do not load or reload for further transport. Per Health of Animals Act Part XII, you
cannot transport or continue to transport an animal where further pain or suffering will occur.
Consult veterinarian or euthanize.
Loss of Consciousness may occur from a skull fracture, a brain hemorrhage, suffocation, shock or electrical
shock. The animal will be laid out on its side and breathing, but not aware of its surroundings.
Suffocation may result from the piling of animals. Do not attempt to revive those that do not recover on their
own.
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Appendix D: Preparation Checklist
Plan preparation
Hold meeting of equine community. Explain current programming
Solicit volunteers to act on a livestock evacuation committee representing the equine sector
Develop information about equine by numbers, type and location
Develop information on ownership and availability of staff and equipment suitable for movement of equine
Examine appropriate evacuation routes for equine transporters and determine availability of equine or
livestock trailers and alternative forms of moving the equine
Determine insurance and liability exposure for volunteer vehicle movements of livestock
Identify empty barns, stables, equine/livestock facilities or farms in the area that can be co-opted for use
Develop roster of skilled equine handlers that could assist with animal movement and / or supervise
Provide orientation and education respecting biosecurity and all other aspects to those who are willing to
act in a described role during an emergent event
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Appendix E: Equine Emergency Response Evacuation
Activation Checklist
The following information has been adapted from the Emergency Livestock Evacuation Plan, Regional District of
Nanaimo.

Equine Emergency Response Evacuation Activation Checklist –
Level 1
STANDBY - Preparation
Hold meetings of equine community. Explain the current situation.
Equine Emergency Resource Team alerted and on standby.
Ensure that equine owners not directly at risk have a good stock of supplies, check their auxiliary power
and have fuel on hand in case of isolation or loss of utilities.
Determine most appropriate evacuation destination(s).
Determine food and water requirements at the evacuation destination(s).
Visit the site of any potential evacuation destination and assess security, supplies, safety, containment or
similar issues and requirements.
If water is available onsite, ensure testing for palatability and amount.
Initiate assessment of hazard and location specific Equine Evacuation Plan.
Take pictures of temporary holding areas in order to determine damage or standards for return to original
condition.
Determine fencing or penning requirements.
Contact pre-determined equine handlers to assist with animal movements.
Ensure equine veterinarian services are available for animal moves as well as ability to assess biosecurity
issues.
Determine carcass disposal procedures.
Ensure any unidentified stock will have markings affixed or paint branding.
Develop maps with documented animal numbers, locations and probable priorities for evacuation.
Handout prepared to alert equine community to current hazard conditions and expectation regarding
anticipated weather or other relevant conditions.
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Equine Emergency Response Evacuation Activation Checklist –
Level 2
EVACUATION ALERT Has Been Issued
Equine Emergency Resource Team notified.
Mapping of at risk' equine locations completed.
Identifications of equine evacuation sectors by probable priority completed. Owner list completed with
addresses and Premises Identification number (PID).
Contact made with the Alberta Equestrian Federation Society (AEF).
Equine volunteer staff callout list updated and complete.
Notify equine volunteers.
Transportation equipment roster review and call out list complete for stock and equine trailers.
Notify transporters.
Equine producers or facilities with larger herds put on Alert for possible evacuation recommendations.
Emergency Operations Centre is checked to ensure equine evacuation plan is current and complete.
Review equine evacuation trigger points again with the AEF.
Meetings held with equine community to explain conditions and intent of the evacuation plan if not done in
previous stage.
Questions or issues identified from meetings resolved and incorporated in the Equine Emergency
Response Plan as required.
Distribute handout prepared to alert equine community to current hazard conditions and expectation
regarding anticipated weather or other relevant conditions.
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Equine Emergency Response Evacuation Activation Checklist –
Level 3
EVACUATION ORDER Has Been Issued
Equine Emergency Resource Team is active and dispersed to duty.
Ensure evacuation plan initiated.
Ensure and identify equine owners and custodians who initiate their own evacuation plans.
Post and / or deliver notices of order.
Monitor evacuation process through the EOC and equine evacuation committee members.
Activate and prepare receiving areas and volunteers as required.
Ensure records kept of areas evacuated and areas not evacuated.
Identify any reluctant equine owners and ensure they are fully aware of with risks and probable impact(s).
Document all contacts carefully.
Inform Alberta Agriculture and Forestry and AEF of any at risk areas not evacuated and why.
Review strategies to assist with late evacuations, if possible with the Alberta Agriculture and Forestry and
AEF.
Ensure contact with Alberta SPCA and Alberta LIS to confirm their role with respect to abandoned animals
and related issues and to ensure identification and location of 'abandoned' livestock.
Ensure that where mutual aid from farm to farm or stable to stable has been indicated these agreements
are functioning without impediment or imminent failure.
Set up basic community pasture or paddocks for any qualified animals without apparent organized
destinations.
Ensure water troughs, hydrant connections and safety of water supply to shelter sites or paddock areas
are in place and functioning.
Conduct fence patrol of paddocks and pastures to ensure containment.
Assess the need for security to patrol shelter sites.
Ensure adequate feed available. Alert feed suppliers as necessary.
Ensure adequate bedding materials available as required.
Response Phase Checklist:
Evacuation areas/shelter sites have been established.
EOC Operations are supported with equine mapping on priority basis.
Impact on actual areas in relationship to previously identified equine areas evaluated.
Recommendations made to the EOC Director regarding livestock evacuation if equine not yet moved.
EOC liaison staff appointed to work with equine evacuation committee or individual owners.
Equine evacuation plan activated, if not already.
AEF committee alerted and informed.
Transportation procedure activated.
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Volunteers briefed and provided with safety tips and safety briefing and appropriate orientation to the
situation.
Volunteers dispatched as required.
Incident Commander(s) made aware of equine evacuation underway.
Areas designated to receive animals alerted and receiving volunteers in place.
Feed and water provision made for evacuation destinations.
Security in place for evacuation destinations.
Verify identification records prepared by owners and / or custodians.
Containment (fence and pens) checked.
Livestock transport appropriately managed and organized compatible with people evacuation.
Evacuation access and egress routes identified and animal transport drivers briefed.
EOC Equine Liaison appointee meets with equine evacuation committees to determine progress and
logistical needs.
Equine rescue operations initiated if necessary, safe and practical.
Liaison maintained with media through Information Officer only.
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Equine Emergency Response Evacuation Activation Checklist –
Level 4
EVACUATION ALERT / ORDER RESCIND
Equine Recovery —Short and Long-Term Issues
Interim evacuation destination
Animals are returned to owner or custodian following evidence of ownership or custody and accessibility
to home sites.
Remove pens, fencing and other equipment placed during operation of evacuations site.
Review of extent of damage in relationship to grazing lands, equine paddocks, stables and barns.
Review of appropriate clean up procedures, guidelines. Ongoing review with Alberta Agriculture and
Forestry.
Review of biohazard issues.
Return of temporary pastures and housing facilities to original conditions, fill fence post holes and other
ground and grade irregularities.
Removal of animal carcasses or procedures for on-farm burial/composting or other forms of disposal (as
per Alberta Disposal of Dead Animals Act).
Debris removal and disposal.
Sanitation of areas, guidelines prepared and distributed.
Inspection for hazardous wastes undertaken.
Inspection for hazardous conditions or debris or sharp objects that could injure animals.
Equine home site
Removal of silt from barns/stables, if flooded.
Inspection of feed for contamination.
Inspection of fencing for flood caused damage.
Disposal of damaged bedding materials.
Garbage to dumpster pickup and disposal guidelines.
Review of extent of damage in relationship to grazing lands, equine paddocks, stables and barns.
Review of appropriate clean up procedures, guidelines. Ongoing review with Alberta Agriculture and
Forestry.
Review of biohazard implications.
Review of repatriation of equine procedures, priorities, transport, etc.
Removal of animal carcasses procedures for on-farm burial/composting or other forms of offsite disposal
(As per Alberta Disposal of Dead Animals Act).
Debris removal and disposal.
Sanitation of areas, guidelines prepared and distributed.
Control of access to saturated pastures advised for animal health.
Testing of potable water for equine.
Inspection for hazardous wastes undertaken.
Inspection for hazardous conditions or debris or sharp objects that could injure animals.
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Appendix F: Equine Evacuation Documentation Form
Date:
Equine Name:
Owners Name:
Owners Address:
Premises Identification Number (PID)
Owners Telephone Number:
Owner / Custodian Signature:

Location Equine Picked up from:

Location Equine Delivered to:

Transporters Name:
Telephone Number:
Signature:
Was Owner Present for Transport? Yes/No
Receiving Stable Name:
Premises Identification Number (PID)
Telephone Number:
Signature:
Was Owner Present for Delivery? Yes/No

Equine Identification form must be completed. See reverse.
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Appendix G: Equine Identification Form
Outline white or black markings, note colors, scars, tattoos or brands

Equine Name:
Breed:

Sex:

Registration#:
Height:
Brand:

Color:
Microchip: (yes/no)

Weight:

Age:
Tattoo:

Scars/Marks
Insurer:

Phone:

Veterinarian:

Phone:

Owners Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
PLEASE DRAW ALL WHITE MARKINGS AND PUT "X" WHERE COWLICKS OR WHIRLS APPEAR
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Appendix H: Euthanasia
Euthanasia - Humane death that occurs without pain and distress
As per Health of Animals Act (part XII):
If an animal cannot be humanely transported, euthanasia must take place. (Exception is if an
owner requests a veterinarian onsite).
Proper procedure for euthanasia:
• Allow animal to calm down if necessary.
• When shooting an animal:
a)

Ensure a weapon is powerful enough to get the job done.

b) Do not place the muzzle flush to the animal’s head. Rifles should be held approximately 2 inches away
from the point of entry. Shotguns 10 - 12” away.
c)

Do not shoot without a clear background.

d) Do not shoot over long distances or into a group of animals.
e)

Do not shoot while driving down the road.

f)

Do not shoot where a missed shot can ricochet off a hard surface.

• Make sure the animal is dead before walking away from it. Check for vital signs - pulse, breathing, etc. An
animal will “wiggle” for 2-3 minutes following death, but it should not raise its head.
• The point of entry is in the following diagrams - the point between the eyes is not the appropriate point of
entry. It is very important to learn the point of entrance in order to ensure euthanasia is performed properly.
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Appendix I: Biosecurity Tools
Biosecurity is about keeping your equine healthy. It is the principles, actions, precautions and protocols that protect the health of animals by
preventing the transmission of disease through physical barriers and hygiene practices.
Use this form to record personnel movement on and off the premises during an emergency. Visit www.albertaequestrian.com/biosecurity/ for
biosecurity information and resources.
PERSONNEL CHECK IN SHEET

DATE

NAME

COMPANY /
ORGANIZATION

LICENSE
PLATE
NUMBER
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HAVE YOU BEEN IN
CONTACT WITH
INJURED OR
DISEASES EQUINE?

Appendix J: Mental Health
Emergency events can significantly impact the social well-being of equine owners, custodians and other
personnel involved. Equine owners or custodians may face many different stresses during an emergency that
can personally impact their mental well-being. As well, the mental well-being of associated staff may also be
affected. It is important that organizations provide resources to staff and members of the industry to help
them identify symptoms and cope properly with the situation. These resources might come in different forms.
Many people often neglect to confide their internal struggles to others, it is important that others around them
observe potential symptoms of inability to cope. The checklist below is provided to act as a resource for
persons to assess their own, as well as others state-of-mind and determine whether they should seek help.
People react in different ways to trauma, experiencing a wide range of physical and emotional reactions.
Some reactions or symptoms endured as a result of a traumatic event are:
EMOTIONAL & PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS

PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS

Shock, denial, or disbelief

Insomnia or nightmares

Confusion, difficulty concentrating

Fatigue

Anger, irritability, mood swings

Being startled easily

Anxiety and fear

Difficulty concentrating

Guilt, shame, self-blame

Racing heartbeat

Withdrawing from others

Edginess and agitation

Feeling sad or hopeless

Aches and pains

Feeling disconnected or numb

Muscle tension
Loss of appetite

Source: https://www.helpguide.org/articles/ptsd-trauma/emotional-and-psychological-trauma.htm

If you notice yourself or someone else experiencing these symptoms, it might be time to talk with them and
discuss qualified medical attention.
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Appendix K: Templates
•

Municipal Hazards, Risks and Vulnerabilities List

•

Equine Population

•

Municipal Equine Businesses List

•

Municipal Equine Competition Facilities List

•

Municipal Equine Emergency Preparedness Resources List

•

Municipal Equine Containment and Housing List

•

Triage Equine Health Hazard Assessment List

•

Options for Disposal of Dead Stock List
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Alberta Equine Emergency Preparedness
Municipal Hazards, Risks and Vulnerabilities List
Municipality:
Updated:
Contact Name:
Contact Number:

HAZARD

ENTITIES IMPACTED

IMPACT ON ANIMAL
HEALTH AND
WELFARE
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ON ANIMAL
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Alberta Equine Emergency Preparedness
Equine Population
Municipality:
Updated:
Contact Name:
Contact Number:

EQUINE TYPE

NUMBER
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Alberta Equine Emergency Preparedness
Municipal Equine Businesses List
Municipality:
Updated:
Contact Name:
Contact Number:

TYPE OF BUSINESS

NAME

LOCATION /
PREMISES
IDENTIFICATION #

PHONE
NUMBER
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Alberta Equine Emergency Preparedness
Municipal Equine Facilities List
Municipality:
Updated:
Contact Name:
Contact Number:

TYPE OF
FACILITY

NAME

LOCATION

PHONE
NUMBER

# EQUINE
DURING
EVENT
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Alberta Equine Emergency Preparedness
Municipal Equine Emergency Preparedness
Resources List
Municipality:
Updated:
Contact Name:
Contact Number:

NAME

CAPACITY

LOCATION

PHONE NUMBER

Veterinary clinic
Transporters and Trailers
Portable Potable Water
Source
Feedstuff
Portable Panels
Bedding
Equine Handling
Equipment
Dead Stock Removal
Emergency Livestock
Handling Equipment
Trailers
Brand Inspector
Equine Handlers
Alberta SPCA
RCMP Livestock
Investigator
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Alberta Equine Emergency Preparedness
Municipal Equine Containment and Housing List
Municipality:
Updated:
Contact Name:
Contact Number:

LOCATION

TYPE OF
FACILITY

CAPACITY

# OF
STALLS

# OF
PADDOCKS
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Alberta Equine Emergency Preparedness
Triage Equine Health Hazard Assessment List
Municipality:
Updated:
Contact Name:
Contact Number:

HAZARD

HEALTH IMPACT
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Alberta Equine Emergency Preparedness
Options for Disposal of Dead Stock List
Municipality:
Updated:
Contact Name:
Contact Number:

MAXIMUM #
ANIMALS

DEATH

OPTIONS BASED ON
MUNICIPAL/GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS
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